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Abstract
Advocacy for Open Government Data (OGD) has emphasised it’s many potential
benefits, and has tended to suggest that these are benefits for everyone. Through a narrow
conceptualisation of OGD as involving the publication of pre-existing data in common
formats under open licenses on data portals, an OGD movement has spread rapidly across
the world. Yet, in practice, open data initiatives often involve the active construction of
new public data infrastructures, with legacy and contemporary political, social and
technical choices shaping the data that is made available, and how it is published.
Depending on how it specific datasets and wider ecosystems of data are constructed, open
data may have different impacts on different sectors of society, leading neither to zerosum nor win-win outcomes, but instead various distributions of outcomes for incumbents,
empowered communities, minorities and marginalised groups. This paper surfaces often
hidden aspects of open data implementation to point to areas for further critical and
constructive inquiry.
Keywords: open data, standards, social impacts, infrastructures, politics
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The construction of open government data: decisions points and discriminatory
potential
The idea of Open Government Data (OGD) has strong intrinsic appeal: data
collected by the state, paid for with tax money, should belong to citizens, and the right of
citizens to scrutinise the actions of their governments is supported by access to OGD. The
promised contributions of open data to improved transparency and accountability, and to
improved, innovative and participatory public services (Lathrop and Ruma 2010), are
joined by the argument that open data is also a valuable ‘raw material’ for economic
activity (Gurin 2014; Kundra 2012) able to stimulate economic growth. This big tent of
open data (Weinstein and Goldstein 2012) has assured the rapid spread of OGD policies
across the world (Davies 2013), based primarily on a narrow model of making a selection
of government datasets public in non-proprietary file formats, under specific licenses,
cataloguing them on OGD Portals, and carrying out developer engagement to create
prototype visualisations and applications based on the data. Underlying the narrow
model, however, are many unexamined decisions about what data gets released, the
technical shape of the data made available, and the modalities through which it can be
accessed. Each of these hidden decisions has substantial consequences for what can be
done with open data, and which communities will and won’t benefit from it.
In this paper I first survey the narrow model, and it’s role in stabilising a diverse
movement of actors advocating for open data, before looking at how process of opening
data in practice operate, and exploring how open data policies involve the construction of
new datasets, standards, access regimes and infrastructures around state-held data. I then
discuss the extent to which open data may bring universal benefits, or may produce
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different winners and losers, before reviewing the different points at which decisions are
made that affect the outcomes from opening data. I close with a discussion of possible
future directions for research and practice in response to the arguments outlined.

The narrow model: definitions, data portals and developers
Like any widely used term, the label ‘open data’ is deployed with varying degrees
of accuracy and intentions in different settings. However, unlike ‘big data’, which is
generally defined in relativistic terms, mainstream discourses around open data adopt an
apparently simple, concrete and narrow definition of what it means for some data to be
open or not. That is, a dataset is an open dataset when it is accessible in full (generally by
being online), machine-readable (using non-proprietary tools), and provided under an
open license (Tauberer 2012, §7.2). Through application of the Open Definition (modeled
on the Open Source Definition), any dataset can be judged to be open, or non-open: with
openness understood as a binary state (OKF 2006). In this model, open datasets are, by
definition, legally (though not necessarily technically or semantically) interoperable with
all other open datasets: contributing to a commons of data that anyone, regardless of their
goals, can draw upon. The principles of online publication and machine-readability make
data easier to discover and use, once the application of an open license has cleared legal
barriers to re-use.
Under this narrowly framed conception of open data, the goal of an open data
initiative is to increase the stock of data available for common usage by bringing as many
datasets as possible under the Open Definition: making them discoverable and re-useable.
Applied to governments, this has resulted in Open Government Data (OGD) projects
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focused on (a) identifying datasets to release; (b) identifying/developing licenses to apply
to them; (c) converting these datasets to open file formats; and (d) making them
accessible by cataloguing them on an Open Data Portal. In addition, most OGD
initiatives recognise that their political success depends on having something more than
simply a catalogue of datasets to show, and so also incorporate a degree of ‘developer
engagement’, envisaging the primary direct users of open data as technical developers
who will take open datasets, and create applications, visualisations and services on top of
the data. It is this combination (applying the open definition, creating data portals, and
targeting technology developers) that I refer to as the narrow model. It is an approach
evident in open data policies and discourse the world over, representing an open data
orthodoxy that allows groups with diverse interests to converge on common advocacy
positions, calling for governments to open up by providing ‘raw data now’.
The strength of the narrow model is evident in the rapid spread of OGD as a
policy idea across the world. Cities, states and multilateral institutions, from Washington
DC, the US Government and the World Bank, to Korea, the Philippines, Edo State in
Nigeria and the African Development Bank, to name just a handful, have all been able to
identify and publish collections of government datasets on open data portals. From the
first 43 datasets published on Data.gov in 2009, by mid-2014 over 40 countries have
national OGD portals online, collectively publishing hundreds of thousands of machinereadable files online, and in a sample of 77 countries, the Open Data Barometer found
over 50% had, or were working towards, some form of OGD policy (Davies 2013), albeit
with limited evidence that those policies always translate into sustainable supply of data,
or of specific datasets that can support transparency and accountability, economic growth
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or social change. Indeed, the narrow model itself is silent on which datasets are to be
published: or how they should be shaped beyond being in machine-readable formats.
This is not to say that all advocates for open data are silent on such matters. The
Sunlight Foundation’s 10 Principles of OGD (modeled on the 2007 8-Principle list that
catalysed much technology community activism around OGD) discuss key properties
data should have such as completeness, timeliness and being ‘primary data’1 (Sunlight
Foundation 2010; Malmud and O’Reilly 2007), and the G8 Open Data Charter’s includes
a list of priority datasets in a technical annex (G8 2013). Recent US open data policy, in a
terminology echoed in OGD policies in India and the Philippines, talks of focusing on
‘high value’ datasets as the first targets for opening. Yet, applied to many states, the G8
Open Data Charter’s list is not just a list of datasets pre-existing in ordered and
determinate forms inside the state ready to be opened, but is a list of datasets to be
created, either by integration of data from different systems (for example, in the United
Kingdom multiple agencies give international aid, so a full ‘dataset’ of aid involves a
synthesis from different departments), or a selection of data from systems in order to
create a publishable dataset.
Central to discussions of OGD is the idea of a disjoint between the category of
‘personal data’ and ‘open government data’. Personal data is the data that individuals
have some rights to control access to. Open data, by definition, cannot be access
controlled. Yet many of the datasets held inside the state are based upon personal data:
from tax records and medical records, to crime statistics and details on the performance

1

Defined as follow: “Datasets released by the government should be primary source data. This
includes the original information collected by the government, details on how the data was collected and
the original source documents recording the collection of the data. Public dissemination will allow users to
verify that information was collected properly and recorded accurately.”
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of schools and hospitals. As a result, many of the datasets to be opened cannot be the
‘primary’ data as collected at source by governments, but must be extracts from this,
aggregated and processed in some form to strip out directly personally identifying
information.
Focussing public discourse on the narrow model has allowed a very broad range
of different interests to unite behind the idea of open data. Large corporations, start-ups,
civic hackers and established NGOs can all be found amongst the advocates for open
data. The multiple claims made about what open data will do are able to draw on an
ambiguous underspecification of the particular datasets that will be involved when it
comes to delivering on the parallel promises of economic growth, transparency and
accountability and public sector improvement. By focussing on narratives about
technology developers outside of government taking datasets and apparently doing all
manor of things with the data, OGD is presented as unlocking a myriad of opportunities,
which, once data is openly licensed and machine readability, are limited only by the
ingenuity of the developer. The narrow model appears to be one in which everyone wins:
opening data, in general, delivers something for everyone. Yet, open data in practice is by
no means as simple as the narrow model suggests: and a closer look at open data policies
and projects reveals much more is going on than the neutral release of pre-existing
datasets.

Constructing open data
Take any dataset available on an OGD portal, and you can ask a number of
questions of it. Firstly, why does this dataset exist at all? What led to the data in it being
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collected by, or in possession of, the state? Secondly, why was it released as open data? Is
it here because it was requested by some actor outside government? Or because of a
political or strategic choice of officials or politicians? Or because it was accessible and
easy to share when the team implementing an OGD portal came around seeking datasets?
And, thirdly, is the dataset that is accessible for download, or through some API, the same
as, or directly equivalent to the dataset which a policy maker inside the state, or some
other government partner, has access to? Or is the dataset made open the output of one
report amongst many that might be run against an internal system? Or perhaps is it even a
brand new dataset, constructed by standardising and joining up datasets from different
parts of the state? Answers to these questions reveal that both the selection of datasets
available through an OGD portal, and the datasets themselves, are the product of many
different explicit and implicit choices, each of which has an impact on making particular
OGD outcomes easier or more difficult to realise.
In general OGD portals only provide access to data originating from within the
government in question. In some countries national OGD portals may host selected
datasets from local governments with their own open data initiatives, but rarely are open
datasets from outside of the state included, even if these datasets may be important
resources for governance, decision making and public service delivery. For example, in
some countries Open Street Map data may provide the best national mapping, yet would
generally not be amongst the datasets curated in an OGD portal, or aid may provide a
proportion of the national budget, yet data from donors on aid flows is similarly excluded
from the national OGD catalogue. The data that is promoted on OGD portals through the
nodal power of the state (Hood and Margetts 2007) is limited to the data that states hold,
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and the datasets that government hold are the product of present and legacy political and
pragmatic choices, often going back many years and decades (c.f. Scott 1998; Beniger
1986).
Categories established in prior data collection efforts, even going back to predigital data collection, become part of an invisible infrastructure that shapes both policy,
and the further collection of data to support implementation and evaluation of those
policies (c.f. Bowker 2000). Although open licenses grant the legal permission for reusers to re-interpret datasets (albeit with the ambiguous clause in many open data
government licenses that re-users must not ‘misrepresent’ government data), the way data
has been encoded via government-selected classification structures and choices over what
to include or exclude, restricts the range of possible re-interpretations easily open to a reuser. As the recent decision to end the long-form census in Canada illustrates,
governments can also choose to simply stop collecting certain data, cutting off the
possibility of citizens using this source to hold government to account (Caidi, Stevenson,
and Richmond 2014; Eaves 2012).
Although the G8 Open Data Charter envisages a world in which government data
is ‘open by default’, without a wholesale reconfiguration of government ICT systems,
including effective processes for management of privacy and provenance, opening
specific datasets will inevitably involve some level of additional labor, whether as a oneoff investment or through ongoing tasks. Thus choices have to be made about which
datasets to prioritise for release. As Maguire has noted, open data and transparency
agendas appear open to charges of substantial politicisation, such as in the United
Kingdom, when in 2010 the new right-of-centre government with a funding-cuts agenda
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demanded that all local authorities publish spending line items of over £500, whilst
central government was only to publish items of £25,000 or above (Maguire 2011). The
2013 Open Data Barometer, studying data publication across 77 countries, found that
datasets important for transparent and accountable government were amongst the least
likely to be published (Davies 2013).
It is also notable that, at the same time as addressing aspects of information
asymmetry between citizens and state, by making the data on which policy is made
available, policy making is increasingly looking to ‘big data’ and analysis derived from
commercial datasets. The idea of replacing state data collection activities, with data
bought in from credit reference agencies or data-aggregators, or social data hoovered up
off the web, is appealing if it can reduce the cost of acquiring data for policy making. But
it is likely to increase the relative cost of making the data on which policy is made
transparent, as the commercial providers of this data are unlikely to offer it under open
licenses.
As data is (partially-) decontextualised information, and it’s usefulness as
information and knowledge is enhanced through contextualisation, the value of, and
range of uses to which a dataset can be put, depend on the availability (and openness) of
complementary datasets that it may link to (Kuk and Davies 2011). For example, address
databases that can convert an address into geographic coordinates make it far easier to
geographically map other datasets of schools and hospitals; or a dataset describing public
spending becomes more useful when a database of the related contracts is also available
(and even more useful when there are common identifiers to link planned and executed
financial transactions the two), or when a company register is public - allowing company
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identities to be disambiguated. The release (or non-release) of each dataset goes towards
constructing an overall open data environment - the ‘commons’ of data from which users
can draw - and thus analysis of the datasets released through OGD initiatives needs to
both differentiate datasets to ask about the specific categories of data released - and to
treat the collection of datasets as a whole, looking at how datasets interact to construct a
range of possibilities.
To understand in full how the possibilities of open data are constructed we also
need to look inside each dataset. One of the most surprising aspects of OGD that emerges
when taking this closer look is that many of the datasets apparently ‘opened up’ through
the narrow model did not in fact exist prior to the launch of an OGD project. This occurs
in at least two forms. Firstly, the state may generate a new extract from some internal
system, providing to the commons an original sub-set of the data held internally. This
may be necessary in order to aggregate or filter data to protect individuals privacy, or
may be in response to technical considerations, and the desire to provide re-users with a
comprehensible, simple and coherently-structured dataset. Increasingly, OGD datasets
may have the properties of ‘big data’, where the cost of placing them online through APIs
or other interactive access methods can be non-negligible. Standardisation and flattening
of data can both lower the costs of data provision, and increase the ease with which it can
be combined with other datasets, whilst at the same time eliminating important
specificities of a dataset.
Many government databases are, in practice, socio-technical systems, in which
the outputs used inside the organisation are generated from the stored data, and the tacit
knowledge of the operator who knows how to handle quirks of the dataset when running
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queries. When access to the data is dis-intermediated, ‘quirks’ of the dataset need to be
either well documented, or removed as much as possible. Denis and Goeta describes this
process as ‘rawification’ whereby “data are (re)formatted, cleaned, ungrounded” (Denis
and Goëta 2014). Constructing an extract of a dataset involves making choices about
formats to use, fields to include, classifications to keep or collapse, and how to structure
the dataset. This generally requires (explicitly or implicitly) having one or more users in
mind during the process.
The second way in which new datasets are constructed in the process of opening
occurs when OGD policies specify categories of data to be published, and require the use
of some existing or new standard for the publication of that data. The mandate for UK
local authorities to publish their spending over £500 again provides a good example.
Prior to the mandate from central government, no central dataset of local authority
spending existed, and where disclosures were made they were in different structures and
formats, not constituting a dataset in the sense of allowing for queries and structured
exploration. However, shortly after the £500 spending publication requirement was
introduced, efforts to create a standard format for publication of the data also took place,
starting the process of bringing into being a new coherent dataset of spend. Data
specifications, like that for public spending in the UK, and the widely used International
Aid Transparency Initiative (IATI) standard, which has been adopted by aid donor
governments around the world, not only encourage authorities to encode existing
disparate datasets in a common form, thus constructing new open datasets, but they also
set an expectation of the kinds of data the agencies should hold in future. For example,
IATI has introduced a ‘geocoding’ section of it’s data standard, which has played a role in
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encouraging different governments to collect geocoded data on where their aid projects
operate, and to render this using the categories provided by the standard. As Denis and
Goeta again put it, the requirements of producing open datasets is “sometimes the
occasion to rethink ... organizational processes, in order to reduce downstream work on
data” (Denis and Goëta 2014).
The effective creation of new datasets through open data policy might still be seen
as a side-effect, rather than a concrete intent of policy. However, a close reading of OGD
policies suggests that over time governments move towards using open data as an
opportunity for strategically reworking data systems used to drive government activity,
and to support activities elsewhere in society and the economy. In Denmark’s Basic Data
Policy, which seeks to rationalise and slim down the range of core state registry datasets,
this is explicit (The Danish Government and Local Government Denmark 2012), and it
has emerged within UK OGD policy through the Shakespeare Review’s call for a
conversation about a core public data infrastructure (Shakespeare 2013). The narrow
model of open data fails to capture, or support critical conversation, about these wider
aspects of open data programmes. However, the decisions made in the broad construction
of open data have the capacity to influence who ultimately wins or loses from OGD
initiatives.

Winners and losers? Distribution of open data outcomes
Much discussion of the benefits or costs of open data has centred upon the
distinction between economic-growth and civic uses of data (e.g. Bates 2013; Yu and
Robinson 2012), with Meijer et. al. noting the trend in policy and research towards an
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“exclusive focus on economic effects of open data and not on other desirables such as a
clean environment, good education, equitable healthcare, etc.” (Meijer et al. 2014). The
studies that do quantify theoretical economic benefits of open data rarely offer an account
of how those benefits will be distributed, although the 2013 McKinsey study that claims
$3tn of value can be released through opening seven categories of data does note that the
largest benefit accrues to the United States, followed by Europe, with the US and Europe
together gaining more benefit than the rest of the world put together.
Understanding different distributions of benefits of open data is essential if we are
to move beyond the simplistic win-win assumptions of the narrow model. This is not to
say that opening data is a zero-sum game. Indeed, is may substantially generate value.
However, the key question here is what form that value takes, and which sections of
society are able to benefit from it, and, if there are costs imposed or harms created by the
opening of data, upon which sections of society do those fall.
There are many different distinctions what may be drawn over who opening data
will affect. However, for the sake of simplicity, let us explore four (non-exhaustive, and
non-exclusive) groups who may be affected by the opening of data in any specific
context:
•

Everybody - the claim of the narrow model is that open data brings benefits for all.
Although it does not claim ‘equal’ benefits to all, the implicit idea is that everyone
gains something from data being made into open data, and each instance of open
data should be embraced as such. There may be an implicit appeal to trickle-down
economics in some versions of the claim, or to the idea that open data can make
government more efficient, and thus bring net benefits through this route. Where
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data is used to address shared global issues such as climate change it might be
uncontroversially argued to bring a basic benefit equally to everybody, but in
practice there are always likely to be some groups who are affected more than
others.
•

Incumbents - who hold their position as a result of the current regimes of access to
data, are one group likely to find their position affected by open data. In any
economic market, or political setting, there may be organisations and individuals
who current benefit from privileged access to information, or who have established
business models based on paying for data, the cost of which acts as a barrier-to-entry
for potential competitors. Opening data may serve to harm the position of
incumbents.

•

The empowered - In any population there are some groups with greater social,
political, cultural and technical resources at their disposal than the general mass of
the population. Gender, race, wealth, class, geography and levels of education can
all factor into the relative empowerment of individuals and groups. Regimes of data
access may not have a strong bearing on the current status of the empowered, but as
a group they may have greater capacity to exploit and benefit from data when it is
made available (Gurstein 2011).

•

Minorities - There may be a correlation between being in a minority group and low
levels of empowerment, but, more significantly in this analysis, minorities can be
substantially affected by the design of data systems and categorisations. Fights for
recognition within official statistics may be important to securing social policy
interventions to support some particular minority group, or, conversely, being
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classified as a member of a minority in official data may have a negative effect on
one’s life. Very small statistical minorities, such as those living in a particular area
with rare medical conditions, may simply disappear from aggregated open data, or
may be rendered identifiable if anonymization procedures are inadequate.
I contest that the way in which open data is constructed will have a significant
role in shaping how outcomes of opening data are distributed across these (and other)
groups. That is not to say that choices made inside government entirely determine
outcomes: an essential aspect in many cases of open data use and impact is
intermediation - with technically skilled developers, or expert analysts, using data to
generate the reports, products, tools and services which ultimately impact upon different
sections of society. The existence, choices and actions of these intermediaries are
important. Nor is to say that governments decide how to construct data and shape it’s
outcomes once and for all with autonomy. As Meijer et. al. (2014) outline in their
complexity-theory inspired analysis of OGD:
” Government organisations and stakeholders have a variety of interest and
perspectives on open data;
All these actors engage in interactions in which they try to influence the sociopolitical construction of open data;2
These interactions takes place in various ‘rounds’ ...: practice and impacts are
framed and reframed; The practices of both governments and stakeholders emerge in
path-dependent (and therefore unpredictable) ways from these interactions.”

2

I would argue that here Meijer et. al underestimate the role of the socio-technical as significant
alongside the socio-political.
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In this ongoing construction of open data, actors able to get close to decisionmaking may be able to tailor the choice of datasets, their structure, and other features of
their release, to their specific interests. Close collaboration between government and
outside parties is often cited as an important success factor for OGD initiatives, yet the
interests of those partners are rarely interrogated.
Such studies as have taken place on the outcomes and impacts of open data have
thus far paid very little attention to how the construction of data affects the distribution of
benefits. However, it is possible to speculate on how different groups may be affected by
open data in a number of cases.
The first is public transit data. Since 2005, and increasing number of local transit
services in the USA, and across the world, have been sharing structured data on routes
and timetables in the General Transit Feed Specification format (GTFS), initially
developed through a partnership between Google and Portland, Oregon’s TriMet (Rojas
2012). In parallel, many are publishing, in their own formats, APIs for real-time transit
and issue information. The development of a common open data standard for transit
information has potentially disrupted the business models of vendors of proprietary
transit information apps, harming incumbents who owed their market to exclusive deals
with transit companies. The idea that open data will drive disruptive innovation, and
displace incumbents, is implicit in many elaborations of the narrow model: yet, when
data is constructed and shaped over multiple rounds, we might anticipate incumbents will
work to minimise the impact of future data releases on their position.
This noted, open transit data has certainly created space for individual developers
and small enterprises to create local transit information apps. These have tended to be
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optimised for smart-phone users, bringing greatest benefits to those with access to newer
technology. As yet, evidence of increased uptake of public transit as a result of this data
availability, or of wider social benefit is scarce, but Rojas reports that existing public
transit users do appear to benefit from decreased actual and perceived waiting times
(Rojas 2012). In allowing transit users to ask when or where is the next bus or train,
GTFS and transit open data appears to have been very successful. But it is far harder to
use this data to ask question about the performance of particular routes, or to engage in
discussions over where routes should be: and few intermediaries appear to have emerged
to remix the data to support this kind of use. Furthermore, as the author discovered
recently when trying to travel by train and bus in Connecticut, as the data available to
Google Maps and other services is generally constructed by each transport provider
individually converting their timetables, small local providers serving poorly transportconnected communities may not have the resources to publish GTFS data, and so end up
effectively invisible to travellers using online route-planning.
The second example draws on publication of data on International Aid. Through
the International Aid Transparency Initiative (IATI), aid-giving governments have
published detailed project-level information on their aid activities3. The IATI data
standard was originally developed in response to calls from recipient governments for
better timely information on the aid they receive, and it’s technical structure is shaped
both by this requirement, and by the pre-existing information systems of large donors,
which were often tailored to meeting prior aggregate aid reporting requirements of the
OECD. The motivations for IATI include allowing better coordination between aid
agencies, better resource planning by country governments, and greater transparency and
3See www.iatistandard.org
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accountability of aid processes to both donor-country and beneficiary-country citizens.
However, unlike the transit case, where many intermediaries have emerged to build tools
with open data, and where those intermediaries may, as public transit using citizens, have
a direct interest in the tools they create - in the aid field, the intermediary field has been
more fragmentary, and difficult to establish. Barriers of language, access, and the
structure of data (which often operates at the level of multi-million dollar projects, rather
than representing the schools, hospitals and water-points which aid may ultimately lead
to), mean that whilst the release of open aid data may support agencies to coordinate,
without investment in public-good intermediaries, and the creation of feedback loops that
give genuine opportunities for voice and influence, it does little to empower marginalised
groups and the ultimate beneficiaries of aid.
Operating within the narrow model, the idea that ‘open data alone is not enough’
can be responded to by simply pointing to the need for more intermediaries to emerge,
when we understand that the emergence of intermediaries is at least partially affected by
the way that open data itself has been constructed, this argument breaks down - and
instead we have to look to critically engage in thinking about how the upstream
construction of data could be shaped to lead to more desirable or equitable outcomes
from opening data.
Conclusions and future directions
In their paper on Understanding the Dynamics of Open Data, Meijer et. al
describe how “Framing open data is crucial... . Frames may create clear lines between
proponents and opponents but through forms of ‘frame reflection’ different stakeholders
may be able to engage in forms of join learning that can help them to construct forms of
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open data that are acceptable to both sides.” (Meijer et al. 2014). Whilst there are
undoubtedly opponents of open data (often, it might be suggested, incumbents), in this
paper I’ve sought to suggest that the most important struggles over framing to engage
with are those between different proponents. Currently hidden by the predominance of
the narrow model for describing what open data is and does, there are many decision
points which are shaping open data outcomes in countries across the world, and in
considering whether open data in any particular setting will bring emancipatory or
discriminatory outcomes requires us to pay attention to these decisions. Table 1 below
summarise a number of these, and the key forces shaping them.
Table 1: Key decision points shaping the distribution of outcomes from open data

What	
  data	
  to	
  open	
  
	
  

Shaped	
  by	
  politics:	
  Governments are less likely to release
politically sensitive datasets. The data that governments hold
reflects certain political frames. Outsourcing of research and data
collection to private sector can limit the ability of governments to
publish certain data.

How	
  to	
  open	
  it	
  

Shaped	
  by	
  politics	
  &	
  technology:	
  Choices are made over fields
to include, data cleaning, aggregation procedures, technical
standards, and timeliness of publication (e.g. providing real-time
APIs vs. periodic data dumps). Choice of formats determines
what tools and competencies users will need. Changes &
revisions to formats impact upon re-users.

How	
  it	
  gets	
  used	
  

Shaped	
  by	
  technology,	
  skills,	
  markets,	
  networks	
  and	
  politics:	
  
Decisions	
  are	
  made	
  by	
  third-‐parties	
  about	
  which	
  datasets	
  they	
  
can	
  rely	
  upon.	
  Often	
  datasets	
  require	
  multiple	
  steps	
  of	
  
processing	
  before	
  they	
  are	
  usable	
  for	
  businesses,	
  policy	
  making	
  
or	
  advocacy.	
  There	
  are	
  often	
  inter-‐relationships	
  between	
  
different	
  re-‐users	
  of	
  data	
  (e.g.	
  end-‐users	
  relying	
  on	
  an	
  API	
  
provided	
  by	
  a	
  third-‐party).	
  Sustaining	
  data	
  re-‐use	
  requires	
  an	
  
appropriate	
  funding	
  model.	
  Civic	
  use	
  needs	
  a	
  valid	
  theory	
  of	
  
change,	
  and	
  chance	
  of	
  securing	
  some	
  political	
  outcome:	
  i.e.	
  
government	
  receptive	
  to	
  change.	
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Open data has sometimes been held up as an important part of addressing
potential discrimination and abuses of power that may emerge from the increasing
information asymmetries created by large scale corporate and state data collection. It
certainly has this potential: but the realisation of it will depend upon the dynamics of
open data in practice. The analysis in this paper is preliminary, and based on ongoing
research4. However, some pointers for inquiry, and engagement, can be drawn out:
•

Firstly, research into open data needs to move beyond a narrow understanding of
OGD in terms of data portals, licenses and developers, to look at which data is being
released and how, and to look into the ways in which data is being constructed.

•

Secondly, further work is needed to find ways of assessing the distribution of
benefits from opening data, and the factors that affect this distribution. Debate is
needed over where responsibility lies for avoiding potential harms from open data
release, or for ensuring that all communities, including minorities, are served by
intermediaries.

•

Thirdly, and at a strategic level, critical attention is needed to look at emerging
technical standards for open data, and to consider how different potential data users
and user needs are factored into their construction. Whilst many aspects affecting
open data outcomes are local in nature, standards often have a much wider reach,
and travel between contexts.

In seeking to shift government from ‘closed by default’, to ‘open by default’,
proponents of OGD have often been concerned to play down critical questions about
4In particular it draws upon the authors PhD, and upon work from the Exploring the Emerging
Impacts of Open Data in Developing Countries project, funded by Canada’s International Development
Research Centre (IDRC grant 107075).
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open data impacts. From the point of view of political strategy, this makes sense. Yet, as
OGD matures, constructive engagement with critical questions becomes more important,
to ensure that answers to these questions are on hand, and that when they surface the
easiest response is not simply for governments to revert to closed data regimes.
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